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The Alliance for Vulnerable Mission encourages some missionaries from the West to
engage in their ministries using local languages and resources.
See page 4 for German language flyer with information on German
conferences to be held in May 2015.

•

Jim Harries has had an article on tent-making published. The title is TentMaking in an Uneven World; some implicit difficulties for Westerners in
Africa. See here: https://mc.worldea.org/news/tent-making-in-an-unevenworld-article-by-jim-harries Details: Harries, Jim, 2014, ‘Tent-Making in an
Uneven World; some implicit difficulties for Westerners in Africa’, World
Evangelical Alliance, Mission Commission, (accessed November 6, 2014)
(5030 words)

•

See the new WMA facebook page here:
https://www.facebook.com/WMAUSA/info It would be great if as many
people as possible could like this WMA site! (WMA, World Mission
Associates, founded in the 1980s by Glenn Schwartz, is a sister organisation to
the AVM.)

•

The following excerpt comes from a UNESCO report on Reading in the
Mobile Era that looks at majority world people who are reading through
mobile devices. For a free copy of the full report see:
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0022/002274/227436e.pdf
“There is also a need for mobile reading content published in local languages and
written by local authors. The study found that many mobile readers are searching
for these texts, but they are unlikely to find many offerings at the moment, as the
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vast majority of mobile reading materials are in English. In addition to the current
research, several mobile reading initiatives in Africa have highlighted the growing
demand for more local content to engage readers, particularly young people. For
example, approximately one-quarter of the youth involved in Yoza Cellphone
Stories, a South African mobile reading project, choose mobile books written in
isiXhosa, a regional language, in spite of the fact that most of the available content
is in English (Kraut and West, 2014). Content published in local languages need
not displace English-language content that readers are already enjoying,
particularly because many people may use or wish to use mobile reading to
improve their English skills. Yet countless others may be unable to reap the
benefits of reading on their mobile phones, simply because there are no reading
materials available in their language. Expanding the amount of local-language text
accessible through mobile phones could enlarge readership worldwide and help
address the global literacy crisis. Similarly, cultivating content written by local
authors has the potential to significantly increase engagement in mobile reading,
particularly among young people in developing countries. In many cases the
problem is not a lack of digitized local books but a lack of local books in general.”
•

A report from Greg McKinzie: (Greg is the editor of Missio Dei produced
by Churches of Christ, and a missionary in Latin America.) “At the recent
Global Missions Conference (globalmissionsconference.org), a triennial event
hosted by Churches of Christ
congregations and missions
organizations, I was privileged to lead a
discussion entitled, "What is 'Vulnerable
Mission'? Does it work?" There proved to
be significant interest in these questions,
particularly among college-aged
attendees. While I myself did not choose
the session title, it was a good
springboard for exploring some key missiological concerns in relation to
vulnerability: "effectiveness" and "success." After introducing the key
concepts of VM—local languages and local resources (and local thinking
styles following Stan Nussbaum)—in
comparison and contrast with wider
missiological trends, I asked how a
commitment to vulnerability might challenge
our common assumptions about what success
in missions looks like. The externally funded
and controlled approaches that characterize
Western missions are often motivated by the
desire to ensure certain measurable or
obvious outcomes. It may be that juxtaposing vulnerability and the question of
effectiveness will give us eyes to see that mission in Jesus's way produces a
different sort of result than our strategies have often sought. What a shift it
would be if churches and missions organizations, instead of beginning with
assumed results and asking "Does it work?", started by asking "Is it
vulnerable?" and only then discovered the meaning of success!”
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•

Some of us in Europe have in the past attended Mission-Net. It is a good place
to make contacts with young people who are exploring God’s calling on their
lives. Anyone interested in representing the AVM there in a year’s time?

•

Marie Bauer tells us about mission amongst a Buddhist people in Thailand.
She challenges traditional notions of church as being something that resembles
church structures in the West. You
can feel her heart struggling with
deep issues and concerns as she
writes about how to encourage the
Shan people into a true and deep
relationship with Christ. https://www.missionfrontiers.org/issue/article/newwineskins (Mission Frontiers, November to December 2014)
-

see also Bauer’s editorial piece
http://www.missionfrontiers.org/issue/article/deconstruct-andrecalibrate and this whole edition of Mission Frontiers:
http://www.missionfrontiers.org/
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The flyer below can also be found in pdf form here:
http://www.vulnerablemission.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/03/flyer-germany-confs2015.pdf
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